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University of Minnesota Press, United States, 2015. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 147 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Novelist, memoirist, diarist, and gay pioneer Christopher
Isherwood left a wealth of writings. Known for his crisp style and his camera-like precision with
detail, Isherwood gained fame for his Berlin Stories, which served as source material for the hit
stage musical and Academy Award winning film Cabaret. More recently, his experiences and career
in the United States have received increased attention. His novel A Single Man was adapted into an
Oscar-nominated film; his long relationship with the artist Don Bachardy, with whom he shared an
openly gay lifestyle, was the subject of an award-winning documentary, C hris Don: A Love Story ;
and his memoir, Christopher and His Kind, was adapted for the BBC. Isherwood s colorful journeys
took him from post World War I England to Weimar Germany to European exile to Golden Age
Hollywood to Los Angeles in the full flower of gay liberation. After the publication of his diaries,
which run to more than one million words and span nearly a half century, it is possible to fully
assess his influence. This collection of essays considers...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed ebook is wonderful. It really is writter in basic words rather than hard to understand. You may like the way the writer compose this pdf.
-- Ryder Nolan-- Ryder Nolan

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an
exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
-- Margot Carter V-- Margot Carter V
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